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Purpose:
“... responsible for **review** and **oversight** of **policies relating to ICANN’s ongoing organizational review process** (....). The reviews shall be conducted in accordance with the Bylaws. The Committee shall use such reviews to assess **whether each organization has a continuing purpose** in the ICANN structure and shall issue **recommendations aimed to enhance effectiveness** of the structure.”
Membership

• Roberto Gaetano  
  Chair

• Harald Tveit Alvestrand  
  Raimundo Beca

• Rita Rodin Johnston  
  Jean-Jacques Subrenat

• Support staff: Marco Lorenzoni, Director Organizational Review
Organization of OR in ICANN

- Board
  - Mandate assignment
  - Reporting duty
  - Staff support

Structural Improvement Committee
- WG1
- WG2
- WG3
- WG4
- W Gn

Review processes

June 2009
Main activities since Mexico meeting (1)

Coordination of ongoing review processes, through review Working Groups

- TOR writing
- Cons. selection
- Ind.nt review
- WG work
- Impleme-ntation
- Assess.nt effects

- ccNSO
- RSSAC
- ALAC
- GNSO
- Board
- NomCom
- SSAC

June 2009
Main activities since Mexico meeting (2)

Reconsideration of present review processes, formulation of a comprehensive set of proposals to

✓ streamline processes
✓ increase transparency and accountability
✓ enhance interaction with the community
✓ increase value of outputs

Published for public comments till 8th July 2009
Main activities since Mexico meeting (3)

Analysis of recommendations from all OR processes, to identify interlinks and issues to be resolved.

Interconnections identified, Board review WG tasked with formulation of alternative scenarios for public comments and Board decision.